Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

needs within a distance that can be easily walked or
cycled to and or from high-quality public transport.

1

Development is focused on the following principles:

In using this plan, refer to Section 1.1—Using a Local
Plan at the front of this chapter.
1.1 Definitions
In this Local Plan, the following definitions apply
in addition to those contained in Chapter 3,
Section 10.
Market: Premises that contain a number of
permanent stalls occupied by separate vendors
collectively selling a diverse range of goods from
a variety of producers, with a particular focus on
fresh local farm product and their associated value
added primary products.
Site Cover: The proportion of the site (expressed
as a percentage) covered by buildings measured
to their outermost projections. This calculation
includes covered areas used for vehicle parking,
loading, servicing and access. This calculation
does not include covered, unenclosed communal
recreation areas.
Storey: A building level between a floor and the
next floor/roof above, including mezzanines, with
a maximum average floor to floor height of 3m
for residential and 3.7m for non-residential uses
for levels above the ground floor. Ground floor
levels do not exceed 4.5m. Plant levels constitute
a storey where exceeding 4m in height or 75% of
the building footprint.
2

Development principles

Renewal of the Eastern Corridor capitalises upon
the enhanced accessibility of its vibrant, inclusive and
accessible communities providing a range of living,
employment and recreation opportunities.
The Eastern Corridor functions as a series of clearly
defined and interconnected centres along the route of
the Eastern Busway.
Renewal builds upon the established centres and their
respective mix of land uses, character values and transit
opportunities, and ensures each centre retains its unique
role and identity.
Each centre showcases the principles of high quality
urban design and forms a focus for transit-oriented
communities, catering to residents’ and workers’ daily
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2.1 The centres of Buranda, Buranda Station, Stones
Corner, Coorparoo and Bennetts Road each have
a unique role and identity. This point of distinction
ensures they do not compete with the function
of each other. Each centre provides an intensity
of development, urban form and mix of uses
appropriate for the role and identity of that centre.
Langlands Park Precinct allows for non-residential
development but is not considered a centre.
2.2 The greatest development intensity and focus
for retail uses is concentrated within core subprecincts. High Streets are the commercial and
community heart of each intensively developed
mixed-use core sub-precinct and the focus area for
retailing and other pedestrian-oriented activities.
Mixed-use corridor sub-precincts provide for a
lesser intensity of development that complements
the primacy of the cores. Residential sub-precincts
accommodate the population that supports the
function of each transit-oriented community.
Intensive development is contained within the
precincts maintaining the low-scale of surrounding
areas.
2.3 Development both functionally and visually
integrates the busway and railway stations with
surrounding areas. Building design, siting and land
uses enhance busway and railway station legibility
and activate entry points and the immediate
environs. Development does not adversely affect
the structural integrity or ongoing operation and
maintenance of major transport infrastructure.
2.4 Streets are designed as sub-tropical, shady
pedestrian places. Where provided, parking,
servicing and vehicle entrances are designed and
located in a way that creates an enjoyable and safe
pedestrian environment. Development maintains a
human-scale to the street and promotes activation
of the street through appropriate location of uses
and building design.
2.5 Development encourages walking, cycling and
public transport as attractive options for daily
travel to reach employment, shopping, recreation,
education and entertainment destinations from
where residents live. Development improves
pedestrian/cycle connections to these key
destinations as well as providing facilities that
support walking and cycling. A range of crossblock links facilitate pedestrian and cyclist
movement both within and between precincts
creating strong connections within and along the
corridor.
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The Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan is a Local
Plan under the City Plan. This plan contains specific
additional local planning requirements. Where it
conflicts with other requirements of the City Plan, the
Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan prevails.
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2.6 The history and character of the area is protected.
The design of new development respects and
complements the established architectural character
of the area.
2.7 A choice of different housing types, sizes and
costs are provided to suit a range of lifestyle and
household types. Adaptable housing and affordable
housing is encouraged and actively supported, to
cater to the needs of existing and future residents.
2.8 Open space is a key asset in the Eastern Corridor,
supporting a healthy lifestyle and community
interaction. Development contributes to the
creation of new public spaces and improves
existing public spaces, ensuring casual surveillance,
providing new pedestrian connections and where
possible, integration with and direct access to
open space. A system of green space areas, urban
plazas and streets provide numerous and varied
opportunities for social interaction.
3.

Precincts

Refer to Map A—Precincts
3.1

Buranda Precinct
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This precinct is revitalised, capitalising upon its
proximity to the Princess Alexandra Hospital and the
Eastern Busway. Non-residential uses front onto Ipswich
Road and O’Keefe Street, creating a highly active
frontage to these busy roads. An improved streetscape
along these roads with widened footpaths and boulevard
planting creates a strong landscape image and attractive
routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
Development supports a high level of accessibility for
pedestrians and cyclists, with cross-block links improving
pedestrian permeability within the precinct and allowing
better connections between the Princess Alexandra
Hospital, the rail and busway stations and surrounding
residential and employment areas.
A public park of approximately 4,800m² is provided
between Wolseley and Carl Streets through development.
This open space, along with the High Street focus at the
intersection of Tottenham and Wolseley Streets, creates
a hub for social interaction.
Buranda Core Sub-precinct
A mix of predominantly non-residential uses is
supported with a strong focus on medical related
services. Development up to 15 storeys includes offices
and some higher density residential development, and
active uses at the ground level. Retail activities are
focused on the Centro Buranda site supporting the High
Street role of Tottenham Street.
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Buranda Corridor Sub-precinct
Predominantly non-residential development frames
O’Keefe Street and Ipswich Road. Development is of
a lesser scale than the Buranda Core Sub-precinct with
a maximum building height of 12 storeys.
Buranda Residential Sub-precinct
High density housing is encouraged within easy
walking distance of the busway stations. Short term
accommodation is supported and actively encouraged.
Small-scale office and restaurant uses are permitted at
ground level fronting Cornwall Street to continue the
activation of this street.
3.2

Buranda Station Precinct

Development within this precinct capitalises upon its
strategic location immediately adjacent to and enhancing
two key public transport stations. The precinct is a highquality mixed-use centre with a focus of commercial
office space and residential accommodation with a small
retail component. Community facilities are provided in
this precinct.
Built form up to 8 storeys and 12 storeys addresses
Logan Road and O’Keefe Street respectively with active
frontages and an excellent pedestrian environment.
Buildings of up to 25 storeys are internally located
and sleeved by medium-rise buildings. High quality,
at-grade, publicly accessible pedestrian connections are
provided both through the site between O’Keefe Street,
Logan Road, the busway station and the railway station
as well as to the nearby Buranda and Stones Corner
Precincts.
Buranda Station Core Sub-precinct
This sub-precinct offers one of Brisbane’s foremost
transit oriented development opportunities. The
frequency, convenience and connectivity of services are
outstanding and provide the platform for the creation of
an exceptional living, workplace and lifestyle hub. The
scale and intensity of development in this sub-precinct
capitalises on the opportunity to establish an exemplar
mixed-use transit oriented development.
Development provides public pedestrian connections
through the site to link both the busway and railway
stations with the surrounding street network.
Development addresses O’Keefe Street at a lower scale,
with active uses at ground level, contributing to the
creation of a lively subtropical boulevard.
A landmark building on the corner of Logan Road
and O’Keefe Street provides an entry statement of
architectural excellence that emphasises the congruence
of these two major subtropical boulevards. The
prominence of this corner is supported with the planting
of a significant landscape tree.
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Buranda Station Corridor Sub-precinct

Stones Corner Residential Sub-precinct

Along the Logan Road subtropical boulevard,
development is of a lesser scale with active uses at ground
level. Pedestrian connections to the Buranda Station
Core Sub-precinct are created.

Medium density development up to 8 storeys is primarily
residential in nature with some opportunity for smallscale office uses at the ground floor fronting Cleveland,
Gladys, Beata, Edith and Laura Streets. Building design
and layout create a defining edge to Hanlon Park and
Norman Creek. A residential interface activates and
promotes casual surveillance of the park.

3.3

Stones Corner Precinct

The precinct is revitalised as an urban village while
retaining its unique character and history. A continuous
and fine-grain built form with active frontages defines
the precinct’s key public streets. Logan and Old
Cleveland Roads continue as the ‘high street’ retail focus
of the precinct. Buildings at landmark intersections and
important corner sites create tangible markers defining
the points of arrival and transition between precincts
and improve the legibility of the area.
Cross-block links are provided to improve pedestrian
permeability to the high street and the busway station.
The precinct contains a number of non-residential
character buildings located on small sites with little or
no on-site parking and servicing. To facilitate adaptive
building reuse and support economic revitalisation, one
site at the intersection of Cornwall and Montague Streets
is considered suitable for a fully concealed commercial
carpark. The location is sited well away from the busway
station to encourage active travel modes for everyday
trips.
This precinct is impacted by overland flow and creek
flooding. Development must effectively manage these
constraints.
Stones Corner Core Sub-precinct
Building design and active ground level uses along Logan
and Old Cleveland Roads contribute to the creation of
a vibrant High Street with active uses at ground level.
Development along the High Street maintains and
reinforces the traditional fine-grain urban form and
low-scale commercial building façades to the street with
heights up to 12 storeys stepped back behind.
Stones Corner Corridor Sub-precinct
Retail, dining and service uses are encouraged around
the busway station and plaza. Mixed-use development
with non-residential uses on lower levels front onto
Logan and Old Cleveland Roads and Montague Street
with building heights of up to 8 storeys.
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3.4

Langlands Park Precinct

This precinct is a hub for sport and recreation and related
activities. Pedestrian connectivity to Langlands Park
from surrounding areas including Old Cleveland Road
and the busway station is improved.
This precinct is particularly impacted by overland flow
and creek flooding. Development must effectively
manage these constraints.
Langlands Park Corridor Sub-precinct
A mix of commercial and residential uses, up to 6 storeys
in height, support the primary role of Langlands Park as
a sport and recreation node rather than a retail centre.
The feel of this precinct is different to other corridor
precincts, with development sited within a substantial
landscape setting with generous front and side setbacks.
Development is designed to facilitate overland flow
and sited above areas of ponding while maintaining an
attractive frontage to Old Cleveland Road.
The built form focuses on creating a welcoming
pedestrian environment with visual and physical
connections from Old Cleveland Road to the busway
station and to adjacent sport and recreation facilities.
Langlands Park Residential Sub-precinct
This sub-precinct will accommodate medium density
residential living adjacent to Langlands Park and the
busway station of up to 6 storeys in height.
3.5

Coorparoo Precinct

Coorparoo Precinct is an intense mixed-use centre with
a focus on commercial office space concentrated around
the busway station. Shops and restaurants, predominantly
at ground level, contribute to an active and integrated
centre. A permanent market focused on selling locally
produced food and products is encouraged. This type of
specialty retailing is particularly attractive to residents,
visitors and tourists and provides a unique point of
difference for the Coorparoo Precinct and distinctive
anchoring land use for High Street retail trade.
Development improves the visibility and integration
of the parks within the precinct and provides them
with wide, safe pedestrian connections, active frontages
and casual surveillance. Coorparoo Creek Park is a
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Development within this precinct addresses flooding
impacts with appropriate building design and
infrastructure.
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Development enhances the Norman Creek waterway
and is designed for open space and living areas to
overlook the waterway.

focal point for the precinct’s Integrated Water Cycle
Management. It provides a range of urban open space
experiences, accommodates pedestrian and cycle
linkages and is an interface between development
and the natural environment of the Norman Creek
catchment. Development adjoining this park and in
particular the development interface, will be of a high
standard. Bath Street Park is a discrete open space area
serving the informal recreation needs of residents and
employees.

3.6

This precinct is particularly impacted by overland flow
and creek flooding. Development must effectively
manage these constraints.

Development addresses flooding impacts through
appropriate site layout, building design and infrastructure
solutions.

Coorparoo Core Sub-precinct

Bennetts Road Corridor Sub-precinct

Intensive redevelopment is focused around the busway
station. Towers up to 15 storeys are located and
proportioned to maximise solar access and breezes.
Holdsworth Street and Harries Road form the key axis
for street life in the precinct. Outdoor dining and retail
activities are encouraged to activate these streets.

Development accommodates active uses at the ground
level. Non-residential uses are of a small scale catering
for local residents within a walking catchment.

Coorparoo Corridor Sub-precinct
Mixed-use development up to 8 storeys activates Old
Cleveland Road, with non-residential uses at ground
level that encourage a high level of pedestrian activity
and less intensive non-residential or residential uses
located above.
Coorparoo Residential Sub-precinct
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High density residential development up to 12 storeys
supports the creation of a strong pedestrian-oriented
corridor connecting the busway and railway stations.

4.1

This precinct accommodates additional residential
development up to 6 storeys, with a small amount
of convenience retail and businesses providing a
neighbourhood hub.
Development provides additional pedestrian connections
between the Bowies Flat Park and Wembley Park.
Building design and layout promotes casual surveillance
of parkland.

Bennetts Road Residential Sub-precinct
Residential development encourages surveillance and
activation of the Bowies Flat Park and Biran Street Park,
with balconies and living areas orientated towards the
park and low, transparent fences adjacent to parkland
and walkways.
4

Level of Assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3. A preliminary approval may change the level
of assessment identified in these tables.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
tables is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment tables) unless otherwise specified.

Where in a Core or Corridor Sub-precinct

Self Assessment
1.

Bennetts Road Precinct

Applicable Codes

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan Code and
Centre Activities (except Display and
Sales Activities, Garden Centre, Industry, Centre Amenity and Performance Code
Nightclub or Service Station) where not
involving building work and:
• complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Centre Amenity and Performance Code
• Shop with a gross floor area less than
1,500 m2 except where identified in A7.1
• Shops with a combined gross floor area
less than 10,000 m2 where in the Buranda
Station Precinct
• complying with A31 or A51 where in the
Buranda Station Core Sub-precinct or the
Coorparoo Core Sub-precinct
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Self Assessment
2.

Applicable Codes

Market where not involving building work
and:
• complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Centre Amenity and Performance Code
• on a site indicated on Map F
Applicable Codes

1.

Centre Activities (except Display and
Sales Activities, Garden Centre, Industry,
Nightclub or Service Station) where not
involving building work and:
• not complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Centre Amenity and
Performance Code
• Shop with a gross floor area less than
1,500m2 except where identified in A7.1
• Shops with a combined gross floor area
less than 10,000m2 where in the Buranda
Station Precinct
• complying with A31 or A51 where in the
Buranda Station Core Sub-precinct or the
Coorparoo Core Sub-precinct

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan Code, Centre
Amenity and Performance Code and Centre Design
Code

2.

Centre Activities (except Display and
Sales Activities, Garden Centre, Industry,
Nightclub or Service Station) where
involving building work and:
• complying with Table 1: Maximum Building
Heights
• Shop with a gross floor area less than
1,500m2 except where identified in A7.1
• Shops with a combined gross floor area
less than 10,000m2 where in the Buranda
Station Precinct
• complying with A31 or A51 where in the
Buranda Station Core Sub-precinct or the
Coorparoo Core Sub-precinct

3.

Market where not involving building work
and:
• not complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Centre Amenity and
Performance Code
• on a site indicated on Map F

4.

Market where involving building work and:
• complying with Table 1: Maximum Building
Heights
• on a site indicated on Map F
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Code Assessment
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Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Centre Activities (except Display and
Sales Activities, Garden Centre, Industry,
Nightclub or Service Station) where
involving building work and:
• not complying with Table 1: Maximum
Building Heights
• not complying with A31 or A51 where in
the Buranda Station Core Sub-precinct or
the Coorparoo Core Sub-precinct

2.

Carpark where on the site indicated on
Map D and located below ground level or
sleeved by active uses

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan Code, Centre
Amenity and Performance Code and Centre Design
Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

Centre Activities where:
• Display and Sales Activities, Garden
Centre, Industry, Nightclub or Service
Station
• Shop with a gross floor area greater than
1,500m2 except where identified in A7.1
• Shops with a combined gross floor area
greater than 10,000 m2 where in the
Buranda Station Precinct

2.

Carpark
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4.2

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan Code, Centre
Amenity and Performance Code and Centre Design
Code

Where in a Residential Sub-precinct

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Home Business Code

Home Business in a multi-unit dwelling,
where complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Home Business
Code(1)

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Office less than 250m2 in gross floor area at
ground floor where fronting Cleveland Street,
Gladys Street, Beata Street, Edith Street, Lilly
Street or Laura Street

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan Code,
AND
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code

2.

Office or Restaurant less than 250m2 in
gross floor area at ground floor where fronting
Cornwall Street

3.

Multi-unit dwelling where complying with Relevant Residential Design Code
Table 1: Maximum Building Heights

4.

Short Term Accommodation where
complying with Table 1: Maximum Building
Heights

Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code

Short Term Accommodation Code

Where the Acceptable Solutions for Self Assessment in the Home Business Code state ‘house’ this is to be read
as ‘residential dwelling’.

(1) 
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5

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan
Code

This code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions in this neighbourhood plan code
take precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions of the codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.
The purpose of this code is to ensure development in the
plan area is consistent with the development principles
and the precinct intents of this neighbourhood plan
5.1

Performance Criteria and Acceptable
Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Transport Infrastructure

Development on the site of or adjacent to,
major transport infrastructure maintains the
physical prominence of the station plaza or
entry
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A2

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
Note: Major transport infrastructure is an existing
or proposed railway or busway station

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
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Development that adjoins major transport
A1
infrastructure or with a frontage to a
Subtropical Boulevard, City Street,
Neighbourhood Street or Locality Street as
shown on Map H1 or H2—Street Hierarchy:
• activates the edges of busway or railway
stations and the immediate environs
and creates vibrant and attractive street
environments
• enables casual surveillance of streets and
public spaces, busway and railway station
platforms
• facilitates safe, logical and direct pedestrian
and cyclist access to busway and railway
station entry points
• maintains views of the passenger areas of
busway and railway stations, including
platforms and entry points, from streets and
public spaces
• screens views of uninhabited transport
infrastructure elements
• screens servicing and utility areas from view
of the passenger areas of busway and railway
stations
• designs and sites buildings to mitigate
busway interface issues

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

P1

Performance Criteria
P3

Development that adjoins major transport
infrastructure:
• provides sufficient on-site servicing and
utilities to contain adverse impacts
• preserves the structural integrity and
ongoing operation and maintenance of
transport infrastructure

Acceptable Solutions
A3

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

A4

The maximum building height complies with
Table 1—Maximum Building Heights

General Built Form
P4

Development is of a height and scale that:
• contributes to the creation of a vibrant and
active urban place
• is consistent with the intended scale and
character of the precinct, sub-precinct and
streetscape
• is commensurate with the size of the lot
• does not create overbearing development
for neighbouring dwellings and their open
space
The site size and frontage is adequate to ensure
that vehicular access and servicing infrastructure
does not visually dominate the streetscape or
detract from the creation of an enjoyable and
safe pedestrian environment
Development provides design, bulk and
setbacks to ensure the building:
• creates a consistent and cohesive streetscape
• enables existing and future buildings to be
well separated from each other to allow
light penetration, air circulation, privacy
and ensure windows are not built out by
adjoining buildings
• does not prejudice the development of
adjoining sites
• does not dominate the street or other
pedestrian spaces
Building setbacks above ground level result in
sensitive massing and articulation that ensures
the building does not dominate the street or
other pedestrian spaces

As such, GFA is not limited in the Neighbourhood
Plan where minimum site area and frontage
requirements are met. Where these minimum
requirements are not met, GFA limitations under the
relevant Design Codes apply.

Refer to Figure D
A5.1 Front, side and rear setbacks comply with
Table 2—Minimum Building Setbacks
Note: Front setbacks differ in the Stones Corner
High Street depending on location. Refer to A36.2
A5.2 Buildings are designed to give the appearance
of narrow, individual facades not exceeding
30m in width
Note: Building facades for levels 1–8 are articulated
where greater than 30m in length to provide
interesting, human scale medium-rise streetscapes.
Tower elements at levels 9 and above are limited in
width as their physical bulk and impacts are more
difficult to mitigate through design measures
Overall building length in the Langlands Park and
Bennetts Road Precincts is limited. Refer to A40.2
and 52.2
A5.3 The maximum horizontal dimension of any
tower is 30m
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P5

Note: Setbacks, height, site cover and areas of deep
planting are the means through which desired building
bulk and scale is achieved in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Note: A tower is considered to be that part of the
building at level 9 and above
Maximum horizontal dimension differs in the Stones
Corner Precinct. Refer to A36.4
A5.4 The minimum setback between towers, either
within a site or between towers on separate
sites, is 10m
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A5.5 Maximum site cover is 60% where in the
Residential Sub-precinct
Note: For the purposes of calculating allowable site
cover, the area of a development site includes the
area of any land to be dedicated for a public purpose
required as part of the development and as a condition
of the development permit, for example road, corner
truncation or parkland

P6

Development provides a transition to
surrounding residential areas and does
not create an overbearing appearance or
significantly impact on the privacy and amenity
of adjoining residences

Refer to Figure A
A6.1 Where a site adjoins a Residential Area not
within a Precinct:
•

building height is no more than 2 storeys
within 10m from the common property
boundary

•

building height is no more than 4 storeys
within 10m to 20m from that same
boundary

•

development is set back a minimum of
3m from the common side and/or rear
boundaries

A6.2 Where a site is across a Minor Road from a
Residential Area not within a Precinct:
•

building height is no more than 4 storeys
within 10m from the property boundary to
that street

•

the front setback is heavily landscaped

Note: Minor Road is defined in the Transport and
Traffic Facilities Planning Scheme Policy
Core and Corridor Transit Oriented Land Use

Development provides a mix of uses that
supports the intent for the sub-precinct and the
function of the Eastern Corridor as a network
of transit oriented communities, each with its
own unique role and function
Development limits individual Shop tenancy
sizes to restrict retailing that encourages carbased trips
Note: Car-based retailing and in particular, large
or full-line supermarkets, bulky goods retailing,
hardware and discount department stores are
undesirable.
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A7.1 Maximum individual Shop tenancies do not
exceed 1,500m2 in size except where on:
•

Lot 4 RP 158152

•

Lot 1 RP121119

•

Lot 2 RP131792

A7.2 One individual tenancy exceeding 1,500m2 in
size is permitted within the Coorparoo Core
Sub-precinct on the site indicated on Map F to
accommodate a Market
Note: Market use is specifically defined in this
Neighbourhood Plan. A permanent indoor market
is particular to the Coorparoo Junction site and adds
to the creation of a unique precinct character and retail
experience
A7.3 The combined gross floor area of Shops does
not exceed 10,000m2 in the Buranda Station
Precinct
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Development ensures that Buranda, Buranda
Station, Stones Corner and Coorparoo Core
and Corridor Sub-precincts contain land uses
that both attract and generate trips by transit
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P7

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A7.4 Development provides:
•

a mix of both non-residential and
residential uses

•

non-residential uses at the ground floor to
activate the street or other adjacent public
spaces including parks and cross-block links

Note: Ground floor non-residential uses in the
Langlands Park and Bennetts Road Corridor
Sub-precincts are encouraged but not required
Important Corner & Landmark Building Sites
P8

Where identified as a Landmark Building Site
Refer to Figure B
on Maps B–G, development:
A8
No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
• provides a landmark definition of the corner
Note: The Brisbane Streetscape Design
through its building form, expression,
Guidelines provide information to assist in
silhouette, scale, materials and landscaping
conceptualising artwork that is sited and designed in a
• incorporates public art that is integrated
contextually responsive manner
with the development’s design response to
the public domain
Landmark Building Sites accommodate
signature buildings that feature architectural
excellence through design, treatment and
articulation and that reinforce the sense of
arrival to individual precincts and provide
a landmark definition of the corner while
maintaining the prominence of nearby heritage
and character buildings, desired corridor or
High Street character
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P9

Where identified as an Important Corner Site
A9
on Map D or Map F, development:
• emphasises the corner setting through its
building form, expression, silhouette, scale,
materials and landscaping
• provides both street frontages with building
entries or provides a single main entry at the
corner

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Important Corner Sites accommodate
prominent buildings that emphasize the corner,
create points of interest and legibility for the
precinct while maintaining the prominence of
nearby heritage and character buildings, desired
corridor or High Street character
P10

Where identified as a Landmark Building Site
on Maps B–G or an Important Corner Site on
Map D or Map F, development contributes
to the creation of a vibrant public realm and
provides additional public space

Refer to Figure C
A10.1 Development on Important Corner Sites
provides an inverted corner land dedication of
5m by 5m excluding the footpath width, in
accordance with specifications in the Brisbane
Streetscape Design Guidelines
A10.2 Any part of the building excluding awnings but
including the basement, is kept outside of the
corner land dedication area
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A10.3 Deep planting feature trees, seating and public
art are provided in the corner land dedication
area in accordance with specifications in the
Brisbane Streetscape Design Guidelines
A10.4 Significant landscaping and street furniture
is provided to enhance the public pedestrian
experience
A10.5 The building includes ground floor uses on
both frontages that facilitates a high degree of
pedestrian activity such as shops, restaurants and
cafes
Note: A10.1–A10.3 do not apply to development
on Important Corner Sites that are Heritage Places
or character non-residential buildings built to the front
property boundary

General Streetscape and Activation

P13

Development provides buildings that exhibit
a fine-grain building rhythm and architectural
interest with variations in horizontal and
vertical profile and a human scale to the street

A11

A12

Development reinforces the distinctive
A13
character and identity of each precinct and subprecinct within the Neighbourhood Plan area
and provides:
• a high quality streetscape with a strong
pedestrian focus
• landscape and footpath works consistent
with the desired role and function of each
street indicated in the Streetscape Hierarchy

Brisbane City Plan 2000 — Volume 1
Effective 15 April 2011

Development with a frontage to a Subtropical
Boulevard, City Street, or Neighbourhood
Street as shown on Map H1 or H2—Street
Hierarchy provides a public footpath via a
linear land dedication in accordance with the
Brisbane Streetscape Design Guidelines to
create a new minimum footpath width of:
•

Subtropical Boulevard and City Street CS1
– 5m

•

City Street CS2, Neighbourhood Street
NS1, Neighbourhood Street NS2 –3.75m

The lower levels of the building incorporate:
•

awnings and sun protection devices

•

balconies orientated to the street

•

operable elements within the façade

•

elements of a finer scale than the main
structural framing

•

display windows, showcases or public art

Development provides for street trees,
furniture, lighting, footpath and kerb treatments
in accordance with the Brisbane Streetscape
Design Guidelines
Note: The Brisbane Streetscape Design
Guidelines details requirements for streetscape
treatments along the streets indicated on Map H1
and H2
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P12

Development provides appropriately sized
footpaths capable of accommodating high
quality landscaped, urban streetscapes that
encourage pedestrian activity and amenity

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

P11

Performance Criteria
P14

P15

Acceptable Solutions

Development provides protection from rain
and sun for footpaths and pathways on key
pedestrian routes that is:
• continuous and compatible with existing
awnings
• designed to incorporate adequate space for
street trees and other landscaping
• visually safe and amenable

A14.1 In Core and Corridor Sub-precincts, awnings
are provided over the footpath of streets and
where buildings face cross-block links, in
accordance with the Brisbane Streetscape
Design Guidelines

The design of the development promotes a
strong interaction with, and legibility from,
public spaces including streets, cross-block
links, parks and the passenger areas of busway
and railway stations

A15.1 Each entry to a development is clearly
identifiable from the adjoining street or public
space

A14.2 In Residential Sub-precincts, awnings are
provided at entries to residential buildings
Note: Key pedestrian routes are generally the
boulevards, streets and cross-block links identified as
part of the Streetscape Hierarchy on Maps H1
and H2

A15.2 Buildings that incorporate ground floor
residential uses facing a public street, crossblock link or park provide individual entries for
each dwelling
A15.3 Buildings incorporate expansive decks,
balconies and verandas with a minimum
dimension of 3m. These are to be directly
accessible from living spaces and oriented to
directly overlook public spaces

High Streets, Active Frontages and Casual Surveillance
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P16

Development fronting a High Street actively
contributes to the role of the street as the focus
for the commercial and community life of the
precinct.

A16.1 Where indicated as a High Street on Maps B, D
or F, development:
• is designed for and fully occupied by retail
or other highly active uses at ground level
•
provides awnings for the full street frontage
Development provides:
• provides lighting of publicly accessible areas
• intensive activation of the ground floor
• provides a continuous built form to the
with uses that encourage the greatest degree
street
of pedestrian activity and interaction such as
• provides at least 1 pedestrian entry/exit for
shops, restaurants and cafes
every 10m of building frontage
• highly articulated facades that feature a very
• provides a minimum 50% transparent
high proportion of openings and windows
external wall materials up to a height of
• strong integration between the footpath and
2.5m above footpath level
the adjoining street level or public space
• has a minimum ground level floor to ceiling
to seamlessly integrate indoor and outdoor
height of 4m
spaces
• building design that creates a human scale
Note: In the Stones Corner Precinct, preservation of
to the street
Heritage Places and non-residential building character
• a safe, enjoyable and continuous pedestrian
is paramount. As such, achievement of built form
environment without obstruction or
outcomes such as 50% facade transparency or 4m
interruption, such as results from vehicular
floor to ceiling heights may not be possible or desirable
crossovers and manoeuvring
when involving existing building fabric
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A16.2 Development on a High Street does not
provide:
• vehicular crossovers or driveways
• at-grade or otherwise visible car parking
• service vehicle access across the footpath
Note: Vehicular access is to be provided from an
alternative street frontage or via a shared access
arrangement. Access from the High Street must only
be provided where it is demonstrated that the function
of an arterial road would be compromised or that
shared access is not feasible. This access point is to be
designed and sited to preserve pedestrian amenity and
reinforce the desired High Street character
A16.3 Footpath width on High Streets is a minimum
of 5m
Note: Footpath is to be entirely within public
ownership. Land dedication may be required to
provide the minimum footpath width

Development with an Active Frontage ensures A17
that the frontage assists in creating a safe,
interesting and attractive street or public space.
Development provides:
• activation at the ground floor with uses
that encourage a high degree of pedestrian
activity and casual interaction such as
offices, community uses and services
• articulated facades with a high proportion of
transparent openings and windows to enable
casual surveillance of the street
• ground treatments encouraging an indoor/
outdoor relationship
• a minimal number of vehicular entry points
to ensure pedestrian safety and continuity of
movement

Where indicated as an Active Frontage on Maps
B–G, development:
• is designed for and fully occupied by nonresidential centre activities generating a high
level of pedestrian activity at ground level
• provides a continuous built form to the
street and does not include on-site parking
at the frontage
• provides at least 1 pedestrian entry/exit for
every 20m of building frontage
• provides a minimum 30% transparent
external wall materials up to a height of
2.5m above footpath level
• has a minimum ground level floor to ceiling
height of 4m

P18

Development with a Casual Surveillance
interface contributes to the safety, quality and
character of adjacent or nearby public space.
Development provides:
• living and working spaces that are directly
accessible to and can overlook the adjacent
or nearby public spaces
• balconies and outdoor living areas that
enable casual surveillance
• low and visually permeable fencing and
landscaping

Where indicated as an interface with Casual
Surveillance on Maps B–G:
• ground floor residential uses or centre
activities, are located directly adjoining and
accessable to these streets, cross-block links
or spaces
• development includes balconies, living
areas, entries and windows that overlook
these streets, cross-block links or spaces
• fences adjoining public space are a
maximum 1.5m high with minimum 50%
visual permeability

A18

Note: Public spaces include streets, cross-block links,
parks and the passenger areas of busway and railway
stations
Brisbane City Plan 2000 — Volume 1
Effective 15 April 2011
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P17

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

In the Stones Corner Precinct, a consistent streetscape
character and continuity of building setbacks is
paramount. As such, achievement of a 5m footpath
width may not be possible or desirable in many parts
of the High Street

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Connectivity and Pedestrian Movement
P19

Development supports the patronage of street
crossings

A19

Building entries and foyers are located to align
with existing or proposed pedestrian crossings

P20

Development creates an integrated and
continuous pedestrian and cyclist network that
facilitates logical and direct access to activity
centres, public transport facilities and public
open spaces

A20

Cross-block links are provided as indicated on
Maps B–G

P21

Note: Cross-block links are shown in the general
location in which they are needed and may be varied
at Council’s discretion

The design, width and scale of cross-block links A21.1 All cross-block links are:
reflect their function and location. Building
• landscaped and lit in accordance with the
design, site layout and ground floor treatments
Brisbane Streetscape Design Guidelines
promotes activation and surveillance of cross• provided at-grade with the street
block links
A21.2 Bin collection and carparking areas are not
The tenure of cross-block links provides
located adjacent to these connections and
appropriate public access for the type of link
service vehicle access is not permitted through
these connections
Refer to Map H1 and H2
A21.3 Cross-block links comply with the
specifications in Table 3—Cross-block links and
as identified on Maps H1 and H2

Carparking, Access and Servicing
Vehicle entrances, servicing and carparking are
designed and located to minimise disruption to
building frontages, the pedestrian environment,
and to reduce visual impact on the street
environment and significant public spaces such
as Coorparoo Creek Park.
Pedestrian movement, comfort and safety is
maximized in areas of high pedestrian usage
by reducing pedestrian and vehicular conflict.
Driveway crossovers are sized, sited and
designed to maintain the integrity, quality and
primacy of footpaths.

A22.1 Car parking areas are located underground
OR
Where it is demonstrated that car parking
cannot be located underground, it is located
behind the building, or located within the
podium, fully concealed behind active uses and
not discernible from street frontages
Note: The location of infrastructure such as tunnels,
flooding or overland flow are the only reasons that car
parking should not be located in basement
A22.2 Vehicular access is not provided from a
principal frontage where alternative access is
available and where new service lanes can be
created
A22.3 Only one vehicle access point is provided to
each site.
A22.4 Vehicle access points are not located within
30m of another. Shared vehicle access points
are utilised where possible
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P22

A22.5 Vehicle entrances are no wider than 5.5m and
no higher than 3.5m
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Performance Criteria
P23

Development provides adequate secure bicycle
parking and storage for residents, employees
and customers

Acceptable Solutions
A23.1 An office or shop provides:
• 1 bicycle space per 500m2 of GFA
• 1 locker per 2 bicycle parking spaces
• 1 shower cubicle with ancillary change
rooms per ten bicycle spaces, with a
minimum of 2 showers, with provision for
both females and males
Note: Requirement for a shower cubicle and ancillary
change room exempted for proposals requiring less
than 10 bicycle parking spaces
A23.2 Where for a multi-unit dwelling, one lockable,
covered, bicycle parking space is provided for
every 2 residential units

Sustainability
P24

Development incorporates deep planting that:
• is open to the sky with access to light
and rainfall and into the natural ground
(enabling unimpeded access of the roots of
trees to the sub soil stratum)
• is planted with large subtropical tree species
that are complementary in scale and height
to the built form
• provides shade and informal recreation
spaces that are directly accessible from
building tenancies or the street frontage

A24.1 Development provides a minimum 10% of
site area for deep planting at minimum 4m
dimension
Note: The area of land and dimensions required
for deep planting are based on the net site area and
exclude the area of any land to be dedicated for a
public purpose
A24.2 Tree species capable of growing to a canopy
diameter of 8m and a height of up to 15m are
provided within deep planting areas
A24.3 Where not along a street frontage, deep
planting areas are directly accessible at ground
level from adjoining commercial or retail

P25

Residential floor to ceiling heights facilitate
natural ventilation, provide improved amenity
and allow adequate clearance for ceiling fans

A25

Development provides minimum floor to
ceiling heights of 2.6m for residential dwellings

A new park is provided centrally within the
Buranda Precinct to provide for the informal
recreational needs of local residents. The park
is at least 4,800m2 in size, of a regular shape, is
highly visible from surrounding streets and has
at least two street frontages

A26

Park is provided as shown as open space on
Map B

P27

Development contributes positively to the
landscape amenity of the new park. The scale
and bulk of the development complements and
does not visually dominate or overshadow the
park

A27

Building heights are a maximum of 4 storeys
within 10m of the park

P28

Servicing does not compromise the function of
Ipswich Road and O’Keefe Street.

A28.1 Service vehicle entries are not provided onto
O’Keefe Street or Ipswich Road
A28.2 A service lane is provided on the southern
boundary of the Buranda Corridor Subprecinct, connecting Wolseley Street and Carl
Street as indicated on Map B
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Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

Where in the Buranda Precinct:

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where in the Buranda Station Precinct:
P29

Development provides retail activities that:
• are limited in size and function
• provide for convenience shopping only
• do not encourage patronage via private
vehicles from persons living or working
outside the Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood
Plan area

P30

Development contributes to the management
A30
of local traffic movement including intersection
upgrades and new pedestrian crossings

A29

The combined gross floor area of Shops does
not exceed 10,000m2 in the Buranda Station
Precinct

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Where in the Buranda Station Core Sub-Precinct:
P31

P32

Development provides:
• a balance of residential and non-residential
uses
• a significant component of non-residential
centre activities with a commercial focus
to maximize destination transit oriented
development outcomes

A31

Individual development sites provide:
• a maximum 60% of the floor space for nonresidential centre activities
• a maximum 60% of the floor space for
residential uses

Development provides publicly accessible
high quality at-grade pedestrian connections
between O’Keefe Street, Logan Road, the
Buranda Busway Station and the Buranda
Railway Station

A32.1 Pedestrian connections are provided as shown
on Map C

Note: Centre activities in the form of commercial or
office uses are preferred as these broaden the economic
base of the centre and generate destination trips by
transit. Restrictions on the amount and nature of
any retail floor space component of non-residential
centre activities still apply

A32.2 Pedestrian connections have a minimum width
of 6m
A32.3 Pedestrian connections are at-grade with the
street and provide for equitable access for their
full length through the site
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Note: Any new pedestrian connections are to be
publicly accessible but privately owned and managed
P33

Tall buildings are centrally located within the
sub-precinct to minimise overshadowing,
reinforce desired corridor building scale and
reduce visual impact to surrounding established
residential areas
Tower forms are well articulated to visually
reduce their perceived bulk and scale

P34

A33

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
Note: Building height and setback requirements set
out in A34.1 and A34.2 are also applicable and
buildings higher than prescribed in these acceptable
solutions are to be setback 20m from the street
frontage to ensure a consistent corridor building scale
on Logan Road and O’Keefe Street

Development presents a consistent:
• medium to high-rise corridor building scale
along O’Keefe Street
• low to medium-rise corridor building scale
along Logan Road

A34.1 Maximum building height within 20m of the
property boundary to O’Keefe Street is 12
storeys

Development provides a transition to the lower
scale residential areas south of O’Keefe Street
and north east of Logan Road

Note: The core sub-precinct is also a Landmark
Building Site. As such, maximum building height
is 14 storeys in the area where the two setback
requirements intersect at the corner of Logan Road
and O’Keefe Street
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A34.2 Maximum building height within 20m of the
property boundary to Logan Road is 8 storeys
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
However, taller buildings must be located internally
within the site and be setback 20m2 from the site
frontages

P35

Development provides a new contemporary
public plaza/forecourt area to create an
attractive and central public space for
commuters and pedestrians working and living
in the area

A35

Development incorporates a publicly accessible
plaza/forecourt of at least 2,000m2 in the
location indicated on Map C
Note: The public plaza/forecourt area is to be
publicly accessible but privately owned and managed

Where in the Stones Corner Precinct:
P36

Development protects and complements
the traditional character of the High Street.
Buildings contribute to a fine-grain urban form
and maintain a low scale awning with parapet
façade to the street, similar to traditional
buildings in the street.
The design of buildings creates strong visual
interest and is complementary to the level
of detail and articulation of the existing
streetscape.
The High Street creates a pedestrian
environment uninterrupted by vehicular
crossovers

Refer to Figures E, F and G
A36.1 Character non-residential buildings are retained
and reused
A36.2 Building height is a maximum of:
• 2 storeys within 6m of Logan and Old
Cleveland Roads as shown in Figure G
• 2 storeys within 10m of 329–427 Logan
Road as shown in Figure F
A36.3 Buildings fronting the High Street:
• are clearly expressed as individual shop
fronts of 7–10m in width of a grain
consistent with traditional widths in the
street
• incorporate a continuous awning and
parapet as shown in Figure E
• have building facades that are articulated
through frequent recesses and projections
and elements of a finer scale than the main
structural framing of the building
• are built to the front alignment of Logan
and Old Cleveland Roads

Commercial premises in Cleveland Street are
small-scale spaces that activate the street while
maintaining the residential feel of the
Sub-precinct.

Refer to Figure H
A37.1 Where occupied by commercial premises the
ground floor is built to the front boundary
A37.2 Floors 2 and above are set back 4-6m from the
front boundary

P38

The built form steps back from Stoneham
Street to maintain a low-scale appearance at
street level
Development contributes to improving
pedestrian comfort and safety

Refer to Figure I
A38.1 Development is built to the front boundary on
Stoneham Street
A38.2 Building entries are recessed to a depth of 2m
for a width of at least 5m of the site frontage to
provide shelter for pedestrians
A38.3 Building height is a maximum of 2 storeys
within 6m of Stoneham Street
A38.4 Lighting is provided in publicly accessible areas
Refer to the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design Planning Scheme
Policy
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A36.4 Buildings lengths above the podium are a
maximum of 20m in any direction

Performance Criteria
P39

Development for a commercial carpark
contributes to the creation of an attractive,
highly activated, mixed use street and provides
an attractive interface to adjacent residential
development

Acceptable Solutions
A39

The carpark located on the site identified on
Map D is:
• located below ground level, OR
• completely sleeved by office, retail or
residential uses on all sides
• screens views of car parking from public
areas and adjacent residential development

Where in the Langlands Park Corridor Sub-Precinct:
Building bulk and scale is limited to create
a strong landscape setting provided through
deep-planted and wide front and side setbacks,
low site cover and restrictions on building
length

A40.1 Site cover is a maximum of 60%

P41

Carparking structures and areas are concealed
from view through their location and design
and the use of extensive landscaped areas to
create an attractive landscaped façade to the
street

A41

Carparking is screened from view from the
street:
• by a dense landscape buffer
• building design and architectural screening

P42

Development:
• preserves the arterial road function of Old
Cleveland Road
• minimizes opportunities for vehicular,
cyclist and pedestrian conflict
• reduce the total numbers of vehicle
crossovers

A42

Where vehicular access is only possible via Old
Cleveland Road:
• Only one access point is provided
• On-site vehicle turn-a-round is provided
• Minimum frontage width is 20m OR
• vehicular access is provided via an adjoining
site fronting Old Cleveland Road OR
• shared access is provided to all adjoining
sites fronting Old Cleveland Road

P43

Development on land affected by either
creek, river or overland flow accommodates
floodwaters and ponding through the design
and siting of buildings

A43.1 Minimum lot size is 2000m2

A40.2 Maximum overall building length is 30m
A40.3 A 3m wide deep-planted landscape setback is
provided for at least 80% of the site frontage

A43.2 Development on the south side of Old
Cleveland Road:
• provides for overland flow paths linking
Development does not adversely affect flood
Ellis Street to Old Cleveland Road
behaviour over adjacent or nearby development
• ensures flow paths are free of any permanent
obstructions to floodwaters
• provides landscaping capable of
withstanding floodwaters and ponding
A43.3 Development on the south side of Old
Cleveland Road with an existing surface level
at or lower than 4.5m AHD provides:
• a minimum permeable ground level of 60%
of the building envelope
• a minimum 900mm clearance from ground
level to the underside of slab
• free draining undercroft areas
• ponding for floodwaters under any
structures
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P40

Note: Permeable ground levels can be achieved
through providing elevated structures for vehicle
parking, habitable and non-habitable areas
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where in the Coorparoo Precinct:
P44

Development reinforces the role of the High
Street and ensures that the intersection of
Harries Road and Holdsworth Street is:
• the focus for street life in the precinct
• designed to seamlessly integrate indoor
activities with outdoor street life
• provided with spacious street corners
suitable for outdoor dining and other street
activities
• sheltered by prominent and substantial trees
sited on all four corners

Refer to Figures C and J
A44.1 Development on the Holdsworth Street and
Harries Road High Street provides a minimum
setback of 3m at the ground level
A44.2 The ground level setback is integrated with
the public footpath to facilitate pedestrian
movement
A44.3 Changes between the footpath and the ground
floor do not exceed 0.6m
Note: Commercial tenancies should be level with the
footpath in the High Street. Changes between the
footpath and ground floor level are only acceptable
where required to achieve flood immunity. The
actual height difference should be limited to a
maximum of 0.6m and the perceived difference
mitigated through building design and materials
A44.4 Development at the intersection of Harries
Road and Holdsworth Street provides deep
planting feature trees at all four corners
Note: Important Corner Site requirements set out in
A10.1–A10.5 also apply to sites at the intersection
of Harries Road and Holdsworth Street

P45

Development provides a land dedication
to Council as indicated on Map F for park
purposes at a standard appropriate to Council
or in accordance with a Council park master
plan

A45

P46

Development activates and encourages casual
surveillance of Coorparoo Creek Park

A46.1 Buildings are built to the alignment of the park
in the locations indicated as Active Frontages
on Map F

Note: Active Frontage requirements set out in A17
also apply to these sites
A46.3 The ground level setback is integrated with
the public footpath to facilitate pedestrian
movement
A46.4 Changes between the footpath and the ground
floor do not exceed 0.6m
Note: Changes between the footpath and ground floor
level are only acceptable where required to achieve
flood immunity. The actual height difference should
be limited to a maximum of 0.6m and the perceived
difference mitigated through building design and
materials
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A46.2 Buildings are designed for and fully occupied
by non-residential centre activities at ground
level in the locations indicated as Active
Frontages on Map F

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

Land is dedicated to Council as indicated on
Map F at a standard appropriate to Council or
in accordance with a Council park master plan

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A46.5 Buildings are designed to enable and encourage
overlooking in the locations indicated as Casual
Surveillance on Map F
Note: Casual Surveillance requirements set out in
A18 also apply to these sites
A46.6 A pedestrian access thoroughfare, building
entries and direct access to the park are
provided along the eastern boundary of the
park
Note: The pedestrian thoroughfare is publicly
accessible but privately owned and managed. It may
be combined with vehicular access to development

P47

A47.1 Land is dedicated to Council as shown on
Development on Lot 2 RP69511 improves the
Map F to widen the existing connection to a
accessibility and safety of the pedestrian connection
minimum width of 6m
between the Coorparoo Creek Park and the
Coorparoo Creek waterway corridor to the north
A47.2 Fences bordering the connection are:
Buildings and structures are located and
• a maximum of 1.2m high
designed to improve the visual connection
• minimum of 50% transparent
between the established waterway corridor to
the north and the open space to the south

P48

Development promotes activation and casual
surveillance of the Bath Street Park

A48.1 Living areas and balconies are oriented to
overlook the park

Development is of a scale that is not overbearing A48.2 Building heights are a maximum of 4 storeys
and allows ample solar access for the park
within 10m of the park
Development allows for unencumbered deep
planting within the park

A48.3 Basements do not encroach within the park area

Development of the electrical substation
site minimises visual impact of substation
infrastructure, provides attractive street
frontages, improves the prominence and
visual surveillance of the Bath Street Park
and pathways leading to it and facilitates the
efficient and economical long-term mixed-use
development of the site consistent with the
desired core sub-precinct outcomes

A49

A48.4 Cross-block links are provided as shown on
Cross-block links to the park are widened and
Map F and detailed in Table 3–Cross-block links
fronted by uses that promote pedestrian activity
A48.5 Active uses such as restaurants with outdoor
and casual surveillance such as restaurants with
dining are provided adjacent to cross-block links
outdoor dining
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P49

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Development for electrical supply purposes
provides:
• new electrical infrastructure that is designed
and sited to maximise the mixed-use
development potential of the site
• substation infrastructure that is enclosed
within attractive built structures setback
from the Holdsworth Street frontage
• widening of the path connecting
Holdsworth Street to Bath Street Park
coupled with an enlarged path entranceway
at the Holdsworth Street entry
• landscaping on the street frontages and
interface to Bath Street Park
Chapter 4, page 39u
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Development for mixed-uses provides:
• an active frontage on the Holdsworth Street
frontage
• attractive elevations to Bath Street Park and
pathways leading to it
P50

Development, where involving building work A50.1 Development:
(except a House, Estate Sales Office, Home
• sources 100% of water used for irrigation for
Business, Satellite Dish, Telecommunications
landscaping from alternative water sources
Tower) incorporates Integrated Water Cycle
• captures and infiltrates the first 15mm of
Management Strategies to:
rainfall on the site
• minimise water demand, stormwater runoff
• ensures landscaping is water efficient
and water use in landscaping
Note: Water efficient landscaping can be achieved
• maximise use of alternative water sources
by design in accordance with Council’s Landscape
and surface infiltration
Design Guidelines for Water Conservation
• protect and enhance waterway corridor and
A50.2 A site based Integrated Water Management
overland flow path values
Plan (IWMP) is provided demonstrating how
• protect waterway health by improving
the development achieves the performance
stormwater quality by reducing and slowing
criteria
site run-off
• incorporate water reuse
Note: Compliance may be demonstrated by an
Integrated Water Management Plan (IWMP) which
identifies the range of strategies and actions proposed
to integrate water supply, wastewater and stormwater
and thus ensure protection and enhancement of
affected waterways and catchment areas

Where in the Coorparoo Core Sub-Precinct:
A51

Individual sites provide a minimum 20% of the
floor space for non-residential centre activities
Note: Centre activities in the form of commercial or
office uses are preferred as these broaden the economic
base of the centre and generate destination trips by
transit. Restrictions on the amount and nature of
any retail floor space component of non-residential
centre activities still apply

Where in the Bennetts Road Precinct:
P52

P53

Development bulk and scale is limited to
create a strong landscape setting and ensure
compatibility with the scale and bulk of
surrounding residential areas

A52.1 Site cover is a maximum of 60%

Development promotes activation and casual
surveillance of the Bowie Flats Park and Biran
Street Park

A53.1 Living areas and balconies are oriented to
overlook the park

A52.2 Maximum overall building length is 30m
A52.3 A 3m deep-planted landscape buffer is provided
for at least 80% of the site frontage

A53.2 Fences bordering pedestrian paths or park are:
• maximum of 1.2m high
• minimum of 50% transparent
A53.3 The combined height of fences and retaining
walls bordering pedestrian paths or park does
not exceed 1.8m and is a minimum of 50%
transparent for the fence component
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Development provides a significant component
of non-residential centre activities with a
commercial focus to maximize destination
transit oriented development outcomes

Eastern Corridor Neighbourhood Plan

P51

Table 1—Maximum Building Heights
Core Sub-precincts
site area: 800m2 or less
site frontage: 20m or less
Stones Corner Core
Buranda Core
Coorparoo Core
Buranda Station Core

800m2 – 2,500m2 1,200m2 – 2,500m2 2,500m2 or greater
20m

3 storeys
&
Refer to Centre
Design Code for
GFA

6 storeys

30m

30m

8 storeys

12 storeys

12 storeys

15 storeys

12 storeys

15 storeys

12 storeys

25 storeys

Corridor Sub-precincts
site area: 800m2 or less
site frontage: 20m or less
Buranda Corridor

800m2 – 2,500m2

1,200m2 – 2,500m2

2,500m2 or greater

20m

30m

30m

6 storeys

Stones Corner Corridor
Buranda Station Corridor

8 storeys

12 storeys

6 storeys
Refer to Centre
Design Code for
height and GFA

8 storeys

6 storeys

8 storeys

6 storeys

8 storeys

Langlands Park Corridor

4 storeys

6 storeys

Bennetts Road Corridor

4 storeys

6 storeys

Coorparoo Corridor

Residential Sub-precincts
site area: 800m2 or less
site frontage: 20m or less
Stones Corner Residential

Coorparoo Residential
Langlands Park Residential
Bennetts Road Residential
Note:

1,200m2 or greater

20m

30m

Refer to Residential Design—
Medium Density Code for height 6 storeys
and GFA

8 storeys

Refer to Residential Design—High Density Code for height and 12 storeys
GFA
12 storeys
Refer to Residential Design—Medium Density Code for height 6 storeys
and GFA
6 storeys

Separate setback and building height requirements apply to sites that adjoin or are located opposite sites outside a
Precinct. Refer to A6.1 and A6.2
Buildings on ‘landmark building sites’ are permitted up to an additional 2 storeys where P8 & P10 is met
Buildings on ‘important corner sites’ are permitted up to an additional storey where P9 & P10 is met
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Buranda Residential

800m2 – 2,500m2
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Table 2—Minimum Building Setbacks
Core & Corridor Sub-precincts - Buranda, Buranda Station & Coorparoo
Level

Front setback

Side setback

Ground

•

3m

•

Podium
Levels 2–8

•

0m for nonresidential
3m for residential

•

•

•
Tower
Level 9 & above

•

5m

•

Rear setback

0m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings
where non-residential
3m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings Refer to Centre
where residential
Design Code
5m–building wall for habitable
rooms, balconies
5m

Core & Corridor Sub-precincts—Stones Corner
Level

Front setback

Side setback

Ground

•

Podium
Levels 2–8

•
Refer to P36–P39
•

Tower
Level 9 & above

•

Rear setback

0m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings
where non-residential
3m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings Refer to Centre
where residential
Design Code
5m–building wall for habitable
rooms, balconies
5m

Corridor Sub-precincts—Langlands Park & Bennetts Road
Side setback
•
All

•

3m

•

Rear setback

3m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings Refer to Centre
5m–building wall for habitable Design Code
rooms, balconies

Residential Sub-precincts—Buranda & Coorparoo
Level

Front setback

Side setback

Rear setback

Ground
Podium
Levels 2–8

•
•
•

3m–balconies,
eaves, awnings
5m–building wall

Tower
Level 9 & above

Brisbane City Plan 2000 — Volume 1
Effective 15 April 2011

•

•

3m–building wall for nonhabitable rooms, eaves, awnings
5m–building wall for habitable
rooms, balconies

•

10m

5m

Chapter 4, page 39x
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Level

Residential Sub-precincts—Stones Corner, Langlands Park & Bennetts Road
Level

Front setback
•

All
•
Note:

Side setback

3m–balconies, eaves,
awnings
5m–building wall

•
•

Rear setback

3m–building wall for nonRefer to Residential
habitable rooms, eaves, awnings
Design—Medium Density
5m–building wall for habitable
Code
rooms, balconies

Separate setback and building height requirements apply to sites that adjoin or are located opposite sites
outside a Precinct. Refer to A6.1 and A6.2
Requirements for built to the boundary walls in the Residential Sub-precincts are set out in the relevant
Residential Design Code

Table 3—Cross-block Links
Type A

Type B

Type C

Privately owned are publicly
accessible during business hours

Publicly owned and accessible

Publicly owned and accessible

Minimum width of 4m

Minimum width of 4m (6m in
Minimum width of 4m and minimum
Buranda Station Precinct) and
average width of 6m
minimum average width of 6m

May be through a building

At least 50% open to the sky
Covered spaces have a minimum
Open to the sky
floor to ceiling height of 6m

Designed for and fronted by active Fronted and overlooked by entries,
Designed for and fronted by active
pedestrian-oriented tenancies such as living spaces and balconies of
pedestrian-oriented tenancies
restaurants with outdoor dining
residential uses
Adjacent buildings are built to the
boundary of the cross-block link for Adjacent fences are a maximum
a minimum of 75% of the boundary, height of 900mm high if solid or
with a maximum building setback of 1.5m and at least 50% transparent
3m (except to deep planting areas)
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Residential uses above include living
areas and balconies that overlook the
cross-block link
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4 storeys
within 10m
4 storeys
within 20m

2 storeys
within 10m

boundary
Where a site adjoins a Residential Area not within a Precinct

boundary
Where a site is across the street from a Residential Area not within a Precinct
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Figure a—Interface with Residential Areas not Within a Precinct

Figure b—Examples of Landmark Building Treatments
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Figure c—Important Corner Sites

Figure d—Building Façade Treatment
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Building lengths
above podium do
not exceed 20m

Max 2 storeys
within 10m of
Logan Road

Continuous awning
and parapet

Building frontages are articulated
to appear as a series of traditional
shop fronts of 7.10m widths
Buildings are of the fine grain form
complementing the traditional
character of the street

above level 2

building parapet
above level 2

Core Sub-precinct

Logan Road

Core Sub-precinct

Figure f—329-427 Logan Road Cross Section, Stones Corner Precinct
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Figure e—High Street, Stones Corner Precinct

6m setback to
floors 3 and aboove

building parapet
above second floor

parking/
cycle lane
Core Sub-precinct

four general traffic lanes

parking/
cycle lane

Old Cleveland Road

Corridor Sub-precinct

Chapter 4: Local Plans
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Figure g—Logan and Old Cleveland Roads Cross Section, Stones Corner Precinct

3-6m to floors 3
and obove
4-6m setback to
floors 2 and above
0-4m setback
0m ground floor
setback where
commerical

Residential Sub-precinct

Cleveland Street

Core Sub-precinct

Figure h—Cleveland Street Cross Section, Stones Corner Precinct
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6m setback
above level 2

Core Sub-precinct

Stoneham Street

Core Sub-precinct

Figure i—Stoneham Street Cross Section, Stones Corner Precinct
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maximum change
in level 0.6m

Figure j—High Street, Coorparoo Precinct
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Max 3m setback
for residential

3m setback at
ground level

parking/
cycle lane
Core Sub-precinct

four general traffice lanes
Old Cleveland Road

parking/
cycle lane
Corridor Sub-precinct
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Figure k—Old Cleveland Road Cross Section, Coorparoo Precinct
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Map C: Buranda Station Precinct
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Map E: Langlands Park Precinct
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Map G: Bennetts Road Precinct
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Subtropical Boulevard SB2 - Out of Centre
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Map H2: Streetscape Hierarchy
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Cross-block link type A
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